We study effects of the intrinsic charm on the hadronic production of Ξ cc at SELEX, Tevatron and LHC. By taking the intrinsic charm into account, the cross-section of the production at SELEX is changed significantly. In contrast, at LHC and Tevatron the change is small because the gluon-gluon fusion becomes dominant. The measured cross-section at SELEX is much larger than the prediction based on the gluon-gluon fusion. Our results show that by including all contributions from various sub processes, especially those from the intrinsic charm, the predicted cross-section can be enhanced by a factor 10 2 .
Introduction
SELEX Collaboration [1, 2] has reported the observation of the doubly heavy baryon Ξ + cc , which contains two charm quarks. However, the decay width and production rate, measured by SELEX, are much larger than those expected theoretically [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In order to explain the discrepancy between experimental data and theoretical predications, several possible mechanisms for the hadronic production of Ξ + cc are proposed and studied in the literature (e.g. Ref. [8] ). In a hadron production, Ξ cc , where Ξ cc stands for Ξ + cc or Ξ ++ cc , is produced through the scattering of two initial partons in the initial hadrons, respectively. It is usually expected that the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism can be dominant. Besides light partons it is possible to find charm quarks as initial partons in the initial hadrons and the possibility is described by the charm quark parton distribution function(PDF). The charm quark as a parton in hadron can be generated in different ways. The heavy quark (charm or bottom) component in PDFs can be generated only by gluon splitting perturbatively and is called as 'extrinsic' component according to [8] , while it can also be generated non-perturbatively and exists even at or below the heavy quark threshold. This component is called as 'intrinsic' one according to Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12] . The contributions to hadron productions of Ξ cc from extrinsic charm quark components are studied in Ref. [8] within the generalmass variable-flavor-number (GM-VFN) scheme [13, 14, 15] . It is shown in [8] that the extrinsic charm contribution is substantially large at the energy range of SELEX experiment. In fact it can raise the total hadronic cross-section of Ξ cc by almost an order of magnitude in comparison with that only from the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism. Since the extrinsic charm quark already makes theoretical predictions different significantly, it may be expected that the intrinsic charm can also have important effects in a hadron production, Ξ cc . It is the purpose of our work to examine these effects at various environments of experiment, e.g., at SELEX, Tevatron and LHC.
It is interesting to note that the intrinsic charm quark content of a proton is not well determined. In the latest version of PDF's from CTEQ [16] , GRV [17] and MRST [18] , the heavy quark components arise only perturbatively through gluon splitting, i.e., they are extrinsic. Although these PDF's are determined by a global fitting of experimental data and the results of the fitting without intrinsic heavy quark components can describe the data well, it is not ruled that the intrinsic components exist, because the global fitting does not include those experiment results which can be sensitive to those intrinsic charm quark components [9] . However, the intrinsic components can not be large, because large intrinsic components can spoil the global fitting. With this fact an upper bound for the probability A in , of the intrinsic charm in a nucleon, i.e., the first moment of the intrinsic charm quark PDF, at a lower energy scale, e.g., µ 2 ∼ m 2 c , can be determined. According to the works in [9, 10, 11, 12] A in can not be much larger than 1%. The intrinsic charm PDF can only be studied with nonperturbative methods. In our work we will take the BHPS model for the intrinsic charm in [19] to study hadron productions of Ξ cc . We will take several different values of A in to see the impact of the intrinsic charm.
The paper is organized as the following. In Sec.II, we will outline our techniques for calculating the hadronic production of Ξ cc under the GM-VFN scheme. We will also show how we obtain the charm quark PDF at a higher energy scale through DGLAP evolution from the intrinsic charm component in the BHPS model given at a lower energy scale. In Sec.III, we present the numerical results for the hadronic production of Ξ cc . The final section is for our summary.
Calculation Techniques
With QCD factorization and the GM-VFM scheme the differential cross-section for the inclusive hadron production of H 1 + H 2 → Ξ cc + X can be written as the convolution
where the ellipsis stand for contributions from higher orders of α s and the contributions from light quarks as initial partons. The later are much smaller than those given explicitly in Eq.(1). In Eq.(1) f a H (a = g, c) is the PDF of the corresponding parton a, µ is the renormalization scale, f c H (x, µ, m c ) SU B is given in the GM-VFM scheme as
We will consider that the observed Ξ cc is with nonzero transverse momentum p t . Then the partonic cross-sections in Eq.(1) represents various parton processes at leading order of α s :σ gg→Ξcc stands for g + g → Ξ cc +c +c,σ gc→Ξcc stands for g + c → Ξ cc +c andσ cc→Ξcc for c + c → Ξ cc + g. These partonic cross-sections can be further factorized if we take charm quarks as heavy quarks. In this case, charm quarks inside a rest Ξ cc moves with a small velocity v. One can systematically expand the partonic cross-sections in Eq.(1) in v by using nonrelativistic QCD(NRQCD) [20] to separate perturbative and nonperturbative effects. In this framework the partonic cross-sections can be written as [21] :
where
are the perturbative coefficients for producing a cc pair in a 3 S 1 -and color3 state or a 1 S 0 -and color 6 state, respectively. The parameters h 3 and h 1 characterize the transitions of a (cc)[ 3 S 1 ]3 pair and a (cc)[ 1 S 0 ] 6 pair into the produced Ξ cc , respectively. They are nonperturbative and defined as NRQCD matrix elements. It has been pointed out in [21] that these two parameters are at the same order of v. The ellipsis stand for higher orders of v. At the leading order of v, the relative momentum between the produced cc pair is neglected and it results in higher-order contributions in v. The perturbative coefficients can be found in [8] . Now we turn to how to add the contributions from intrinsic charm components. It is generally expected that the intrinsics heavy quark component is proportional to Λ 2 QCD /M 2 Q with M Q being the mass of the heavy quark. Therefore the component is small. We take the intrinsic charm component as a small perturbation to the current determined PDF's, in which only extrinsic components are determined. We will also take the leading order of DGLAP equation for the evolution. Hence, the introduction of the intrinsic charm component will not affect PDF's of light quarks, but will affect the gluon PDF. Under the above approximation the charm-and gluon PDF can be written as:
In the above equations, f c, ex H (x, µ) is the extrinsic charm component which is already determined by the global fitting of several groups. f c, in H (x, µ) comes from the intrinsic charm component. This component will also introduce a small change in the currently determined gluon PDF. The change is denoted as f g, in H (x, µ). Hence, the gluon PDF is the sum of the change f g, in H (x, µ) and the currently determined gluon PDF f g, ex H (x, µ). The intrinsic charm component can not be calculated with pQCD. It can only be studied with nonperturbative methods at some lower energy scale. Several models have been constructed for f c, in P (x, µ) µ=2mc in a proton [9] . Since the function f c, in P (x, µ) µ=2mc from various models considered in Ref. [9] is close to that of BHPS model [19] in the shape, we will take BHPS model in [19] for our numerical studies. With the model the intrinsic charm component at µ = 2m c is parameterized as:
where P stands for the proton, the parameter ξ is determined by the first momentum of the distribution, i.e., the probability to find a charm quark in total:
ξ = 1 means that the probability for finding c/c-component in proton at the fixed low-energy scale 2m c is 1% as suggested in [19, 12] . The charm content in an anti-proton is the same as that in a proton. Since we will only deal proton-proton or proton-anti-proton scattering we will suppress the subscriber H for PDF's and introduce a short notation instead of that in Eq.(4):
where H stands for a proton or anti-proton. With the intrinsic component fixed at the scale 2m c we need to obtain the distributions at any other scale µ by solving DGLAP equation. By taking the leading order of the equation we use the the approximate method of [22] to solve the DGLAP equations of f in c (x, µ) and f in g (x, µ). The solutions are:
with
where n f is the number of the flavor. We take n f = 4. It should be noted that P ∆c is not exactly the splitting function P c→gc [22] . With the above equations we can obtain PDF's at any scale. To see how the intrinsic charm component changes the PDF's, the ratio κ c = f c (x, µ)/f 0 c (x, µ) and the ratio κ g = f g (x, µ)/f 0 g (x, µ) are plotted in Fig.1 at the energy scale µ 2 = 10GeV 2 and µ 2 = 100GeV 2 , where we take A in = 0.1%, 0.3% and 1%. The distributions with the same parameters are plotted in Fig.2. From Fig.1 one can see that the intrinsic charm component changes the charm PDF significantly and κ c increases as x increases. For x > 0.8 the change of the charm PDF by including the intrinsic charm component is too large to warrant the used approximations. Fortunately, the region of x which leads to the dominant contributions to differential cross section with cuts is in the intermediate region. Our numerical study also shows that that the PDFs in the region of (x ≥ 0.8) only give negligible contributions to differential cross-sections. From Fig.1 and Fig.2 we can see that the change of the gluon PDF by including the intrinsic charm component is not very significant.
Numerical Results of Differential Cross-Sections
In order to obtain numerical results of differential cross-sections we need to know the parameters h 1 and h 3 . Unfortunately, they are unknown. Here we take a simple model for the parameters. Figure 1 : The ratio κ c = f c (x, µ)/f 0 c (x, µ) (left) and the ratio κ g = f g (x, µ)/f 0 g (x, µ) (right). Two energy scales and three typical normalization for the intrinsic charm, A in = 0.1%, 0.3% and 1%, are taken respectively. Table 2 : The contributions of the sub process gc → Ξ cc in percent in the different region of x in the charm PDF's with A in = 1% and p t > 0.2 GeV.
wave function Ψ (cc) for the 3 S 1 cc pair in the color3 state, then we have h 3 = |Ψ (cc) (0)| 2 . We take h 3 = |Ψ (cc) (0)| 2 = 0.039 GeV 3 as that in [5] . For masses we take M Ξcc = 3.50 GeV and m 
Hadronic production of Ξ cc at SELEX
The cross-sections receive contributions from different sub-processes. To see how these subprocesses contribute cross-sections we give our numerical results of different sub-processes in Tab.1., where we indicate the initial parton states and the final cc pair states. From Tab.1. we see that the intrinsic charm has the most significant impact on the contribution from the sub process gc → Ξ cc . Also to note that this sub process gives the dominant contribution to the total cross-section with A in = 0 or A in = 1%. By taking A in = 1% the contribution is roughly four times larger than that without intrinsic charm. In Tab.2. we also list how the different regions of x in the charm PDF's leads to contributions in percent to the sub process. From Tab.2. one can see that the region x > 0.6 gives tiny contributions. The main contribution comes from 0.2 < x < 0.4.
In Fig.3 we plot the p t -distributions and the y(rapidity)-distributions, where contributions from all the above mentioned sub processes are summed up. Our results show that the p t distributions do not change their shapes significantly, but the normalization changes. Also, as expected, the p t differential cross-section becomes larger when A in is changed from 0 to 1%. The shapes of ydistributions and their normalization change significantly by changing A in from 0 to 1%. With these results we may conclude that the intrinsic charm has a significant impact on the production of Ξ cc at SELEX. 
Before the work [21] and without the charm PDF taken into account, the production of Ξ cc at a hadron collider is believed to be through the sub-process gg → (cc)3[ 3 S 1 ]. Now with the intrinsic charm and the contribution from the production of (cc) 6 [ 1 S 0 ], there are contributions from more than one subprocess. To see how this changes the theoretical predictions based on one sub process we introduce:
where σ total stands for the cross section with contributions from all sub processes and with the intrinsic charm component,
is the cross section only from the sub proccess gg → (cc)3[ 3 S 1 ]. The numerical results of R for SELEX is given in Tab.3.
The results in Tab.3. show that the cross-section at SELEX will be enhanced by including contributions from various sub processes and the intrinsic charm. The enhancement can be at order of magnitudes. At SELEX the measured cross-section is much larger than the prediction based on one sub-process [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Our work shows that the discrepancy can be solved if we include the contributions from various sub processes and intrinsic charm component.
Hadronic Production of Ξ cc at Tevatron and LHC
In Tab. 4 we show the contributions to the cross-sections from different sub-processes, our results are given with cuts and for different colliders by taking A in = 1%. From the results there one can see that at Tevatron and LHC both sub processes gg → Ξ cc and gc → Ξ cc are dominant, unlike at SELEX only the sub process gc → Ξ cc is dominant. This has the consequence that the Table 4 : Contributions from different sub processes to the cross sections for the hadronic production of Ξ cc at Tevatron and LHC. The cut p t ≥ 4 GeV is taken for all the hadronic colliders. Additionally, the cut |y| ≤ 1.5 is taken for LHC, the cut 1.8 ≤ |η| ≤ 5.0 is taken at LHCb, and the cut |y| ≤ 0.6 is taken at Tevatron. Table 5 : The value of ε as defined in Eq. (10) for the hadronic production of Ξ cc at Tevatron and LHC. In the calculation, the cut |y| ≤ 1.5 is taken for LHC, the cut 1.8 ≤ |η| ≤ 5.0 is taken for LHCb, and the cut |y| ≤ 0.6 is taken for Tevatron. 
intrinsic charm will have not significant impact on the Ξ cc production at Tevatron and LHC.
To see how intrinsic charm leads to different contributions in different p t -regions, we introduce
where i = cc or i = gc denote the contributions from the sub process cc → Ξ cc and gc → Ξ cc , respectively. σ 0 i denotes the cross-section without the intrinsic charm, while σ denotes that with A in = 1%. The results for the ratio with different cuts are given in Tab. 5.
From Tab.5, one can see that by introducing intrinsic charm, the maximal change in the crosssections under the cuts is only at order of 10%. This leads us to conclude that it may be impossible to see the effect of intrinsic charm at Tevatron and LHC through the production of Ξ cc . Finally we give in Fig. 4 . the p t -distributions for Tevatron, LHC and LHCb, including that for SELEX for comparison.
From Fig.4 we see that only at SELEX the effect of the intrinsic charm is significant. At LHC and Tevatron, unlike at SELEX the sub process gc → Ξ cc is dominant for the production, the subprocess gg → Ξ cc is also dominant and becomes more dominant when p t becomes larger. This is the main reason why our results for LHC and Tevatron do not show any significant effect from the intrinsic charm. Only at SELEX, the difference between the cases with and without intrinsic charm can be seen.
Summary
We have studied hadronic productions of Ξ cc at SELEX, Tevatron and LHC. We have included the contributions from various sub processes, especially, the contributions from intrinsic charm. For the intrinsic charm we take the BHPS model [19] . Our results show that the intrinsic charm can have significant impact on the production at SELEX, the cross-section with certain cuts can be four times larger than that without the intrinsic charm. In contrast, the effect of the intrinsic charm is small at LHC and Tevatron. The main reason for this is because at those colliders with the large C.M. energy the dominant contribution is not only from the process of gc-scattering but also from the process of gg-fusion, and the introduction of the intrinsic charm only has a small effect on the gluon PDF. Therefore only the production at SELEX can be used to study the intrinsic charm.
In the literature the hadronic production of Ξ cc is believed to be dominated by the production of a cc pair through gluon-gluon fusion and the cc pair is in a [ 3 S 1 ]3 state. The predicted cross-section based on this sub process is much smaller than the observed at SELEX. It has been noted that the probability of the transition into a Ξ cc from the cc pair in a [ 1 S 0 ] 6 state is at the same order of v as that from the cc pair in a [ 3 S 1 ]3 state [21] . Also it has been noted that the extrinsic charm can enhance the cross-section [8] . In the current work we show that by including all of contributions, especially, that of the intrinsic charm, the cross-section can be enhanced by a factor 10 2 .
